SIMPLIFY AND SECURE SERVER
MANAGEMENT FROM EDGE TO CLOUD
Compute has evolved into a distributed service that enables digital transformation
and is available everywhere. But legacy management tools are complex and error
prone. It’s time to secure, automate, and unify compute management.

TRANSFORM YOUR EXPERIENCE WITH HPE GREENLAKE
FOR COMPUTE OPS MANAGEMENT
Manage the full lifecycle of your entire compute environment
with a single, as-a-service experience.
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SOLVE 6 KEY COMPUTE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES

1

“How can we simplify server deployment?”
Automatically discover and configure servers, with a low-touch experience.
• Easily onboard 1000s of distributed devices
• Reduce time to deploy
• Take a consistent, secure, governed approach

2
“We need to know cloud data is secure”
Bring enterprise cloud security to wherever compute lives.
• Protect identities with 5-factor authentication
• Use the world’s most secure industry-standard server platform
• Encrypt and isolate cloud data

3

“Fewer manual tasks would enable IT to innovate”
Manage your entire environment in real time in one place, with fewer steps.
• Access up to tens of thousands of servers across remote sites, edge systems,
data centers, and hybrid cloud
• Easily integrate best-in-class software from HPE and partners
• Group servers and update them in a few clicks with bulk actions

4
“Maintaining our tools takes too much time”
Enjoy a consistent experience from edge to cloud, managed for you by HPE.
• Use the same tools and processes across your entire environment
• Always have the newest software version, tools, and features
• Scale instantly and massively

5

“How can we reduce server downtime?”
Automation shrinks maintenance windows. Consistent processes reduce
manual errors.
• Resolve problems before they occur with self-healing capabilities
• Automate software updates to simplify operations

6

“Easier firmware updates would help us
reduce risk”
Automations make server updates faster and easier.
• Update servers in a few clicks with bulk actions
• Set policies for firmware baselines and compliance

THE CLOUD THAT COMES TO YOU
Cloud services available through HPE GreenLake edge-to-cloud platform
give you greater agility, scale, and flexibility across your IT landscape.
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START USING COMPUTE OPS
MANAGEMENT TODAY
CSPi Technology Solutions, a Hewlett Packard Enterprise Silver Partner, provides the
expertise and service scope - including Managed IT Services, Professional Services,
and Cloud Services - to help you architect and manage a high-performance, highly
available, and highly secure IT infrastructure. Visit website for more information.
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